Abstract. Now pesticide spray is an effective means to ensure and eliminate crop pests and diseases increased yield, but also impact on the ecological environment, food security, and so prediction of the amount of application of pesticide is an important topic in the current research. Therefore, this paper puts forward a kind of with the quantity of application of pesticide for prediction of grey function combination forecasting model. It can successfully predicate the sample data, and the method has good feasibility.
Introduction
Pesticide quantity forecast refers to forecasting the amount of pesticide dosage in the future-time acording to known years based on the prediction model. It is great significance for agricultural production and environmental protection. Because of predicted results is influenced by known conditions or influenced by the unknown conditions, so the factors and hierarchical structure of pesticide quantity forecast model is complex. The result of pesticide quantity forecast is influenced by external factors (cost, using the environment) and the system of internal factors (such as toxicity and dosage form) ,but its change is not clear. Because the output of the medication time sequence is the result of the interaction between various factors, we can find the regularity of them.
This paper proposes a combination of mean generating function combination of grey prediction model to predict the medication pesticides. Mainly based on the gray GM (1, 1) model to reveal the development trend, combined with the mean generating function model for data variation rule, combination of combination forecast, eliminate the error of the respective, complementary advantages, this article through to the cities and counties of Hainan province each year as samples for the latest years of applying pesticide content seems to build model to forecast, compared with the real value verify its feasibility and effectiveness of verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the model.
The prediction theory of grey mean generating function
The ideas of the two kinds of forecast ways combination forecast is put forward by Bates and Granger. The main idea is to turn to each kind of model prediction results, as a new prediction samples according to eliminate the original forecasts new prediction error, so as to dispersion prediction error of the impact of various methods and increase the prediction precision. Grey GM(1,1) model. Grey system theory put forward by professor Deng Julong [7] . Its mainly characteristic is that reducing the sample data randomness by applying statistical data generation methods such as accumulative, standardization method etc, and to reveal its own regularity gradually, and make its effectively used in model, on the premise of save all the data original features.
The GM (1, 1) model is applicable to reveal the general trend of development and change of forecasted object. The process of grey prediction model GM (1, 1) as follows: (1) 
Build pesticide model to predict the medication
This paper build a new model to predict amount of pesticide base on grey prediction model with strong prediction ability and overall trends and predict stability of mean generating function mode. This model mainly divides the original data sequence {S t } into two parts: trend term{M t } and Random fluctuations item{e t }. 2.Building a matrix B , estimating and solving a  using the least squares estimate method and establish the corresponding discrete equations.
(0) 1 k x +  is the trend value of the original data 
n l =INT(n/l),m≤INT(n/2)，INT said is rounded 4. Base on (8), mean generating function will be requested to take periodic extension and constitute extension matrix F. (1) (1) (1)
(1) (3) (3) (2) (1) 
7.build forecasting model.
8.Get I the fitting value at n time and the predictive value at n+1 time. 
Sample calculation
Hainan province pesticide statistics of every counties as shown in table 1. Taking the groups of data before 12 as a sample,and predicting the groups of data13 and 14, so as to verify this model effectiveness. To make the sequence of 18 counties in Hainan as X 1 -X1 8 ,sum is X 19 , time series is as for T 1 -T 14 .The sample as shown table1. Table 1 Hainan every counties pesticide amount time series sample   T1  T2  T3  …  T12  T13  T14   X1  64  76  76  …  1198  1616  1425  X2  337  291  317  …  1345  2942  3649  X3  18  18  19  …  155  166  620  X4  716  691  1666  …  2447  2321  1456  X5  638  580  714  …  2188  1915  1856  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  X17  156  202  223  …  1006  1308  1212  X18  103  93  105  …  145  140  156  X19  12563  10963  13573  …  39637  43479  39930 
